Readorium data dictionary:
District level reports
View by School
Students Currently
Online
% Active Students
Daily Usage
Proficiency
View by Teachers
View by Classes
View Detailed Report

Administrators view data across all of the schools in the district or click into
each individual school
The number of students accessing Readorium in real time
The percent of students that are active with respect to the total number of
students that are registered to use the program depicted as a donut chart
A bar graph that shows the number of students using Readorium over a 7 day,
30 day, or entire school year time period
The grade for each reading (science) content discipline and comprehension
strategy as an average across the district, schools, classes, or students.
Administrators can choose to view student progress data by teacher name
within a specific school
Administrators can choose to view student progress data by class
Administrators can choose to view student progress on the individual student
level

Teacher Level Reports
Module
Report Tutorial
Class name
ID
Student
Feedback
Student
reflection
Select Report
Download
Print
Search

Defines the library that the class is using as either Readorium Rising Reader (Grades
3-5) or Readorium Scholar (Grades 6-8)
Video description of student progress reports and how to read them
General identifier of class usually provided by the teacher
Readorium defined number used to identify a particular class
Teachers can download and read student reflection sheets which contain
information on what they learned in each book and the strategies they used
Written statement by students about their reading experience (what they learned
and how they used the strategies taught) after completing each book
Allows teachers to view reports based on content standard (scientific discipline) or
reading strategy. Teachers may also select class summary reports.
Allows teachers to download Excel sheet of report being viewed
Allows teachers to print Excel sheet of report being viewed
Allows teachers to search by student name or any identifiable data

Class Summary Report
Name
Books
Strategy Lessons
Time Spent Today
Time Spent Past
Week
Time Spent
Overall
Initial RL
Current RL

Student name as identified on roster completed by teacher
The number of books completed to date out of 40 possible books
The number of strategies completed to date out of 40 possible lessons
Recorded in hours:minutes for the present day for each student
Recorded in hours:minutes for the past week for each student
Recorded in hours:minutes since implementation start date for each student
Reading level in grade level equivalency after having completed the first book
Reading level in grade level equivalency for the present chapter

Class Proficiency in Strategies
# of Active
Students
>=80%

<80%

The number of students who have completed any book or books in a given strategy
Students receiving a score greater or equal to 80% based on the number and types
of hints required to answer the higher-level reading comprehension questions.
These students are defined as proficient.
Students receiving a score of less than 80% based on the number and types of hints
required to answer the higher-level thinking, reading comprehension questions.
These students are considered a focus group for greater individualized instruction
to hone the skills needed to use a particular strategy proficiently.

Clicking on any given bar within the Class Proficiency in Strategy Report will show another graph to explain the data
down to the student level.
Class Proficiency
in …
Name
Proficiency (Bar)
Proficiency
(Grade)
Completed
Chapters

Identifies the reading comprehension strategy that is covered within the chart
Student name as identified by the roster completed by the teacher
A bar graph representation of the proficiency (grade)
A numerical percentage, defined by the number and types of hints required by the
student, to answer the higher-level reading comprehension questions within all of
the books that cover that specific strategy.
The number of chapters completed in each book. Each book within Rising Reader
contains 5 chapters. Each book within Scholar contains 7 chapters.

Clicking on any student name within the Class Proficiency in… will show another graph depicting the information with
regard to the specific student by book
Name
Proficiency (Bar)
Proficiency
(Grade)

Title of book completed
A bar graph representation of the student's reading proficiency for that specific
book
A numerical percentage defined by the number and types of hints required by the
student to answer the higher-level reading comprehension questions within that
book.

Class Proficiency in Content Standards
# of Active
Students
>=80%

<80%

# of students who have completed any book within a specific scientific discipline
Students receiving a score greater or equal to 80% based on the number and types
of hints required to answer the higher-level thinking, reading comprehension
questions. These students are defined as proficient.
Students receiving a score of less than 80% based on the number and types of hints
required to answer the higher-level reading comprehension questions. These
students are considered a focus group for greater individualized instruction to hone
the skills needed to use a particular strategy proficiently.

Clicking on any given bar within the Class Proficiency in Content Standard Report will show another graph to explain the
data down to the student level.
Class Proficiency
in …
Name
Proficiency (Bar)
Proficiency
(Grade)
Completed
Chapters

Identifies the scientific content standard that is covered within the chart
Student name as identified by the roster completed by the teacher
A bar graph representation of the student's reading proficiency by content standard
or science discipline
A numerical percentage defined by the number and types of hints required by the
student to answer the higher-level reading comprehension questions within all of
the books that cover that specific standard.
The number of chapters completed within each book. Each book within Rising
Reader contains 5 chapters. Each book within Scholar contains 7 chapters.

Clicking on any student name within the Class Proficiency in… will show another graph depicting the information with
regard to the specific student by book
Name
Proficiency (Bar)
Proficiency
(Grade)

Title of book completed
A bar graph representation of the student's proficiency for that specific book
A numerical percentage defined by the number and types of hints required by the
student to answer the higher-level thinking, reading comprehension questions
within that book.

